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ABSTRACT

The effect of overcharge on the performance of the vanadium redox cell that
employs conductive carbon-polymer composite/graphic felt electrodes is
examined. The electrical, electrochemical and surface properties of the
electrodes are investigated in order to determine the effect of each
deterioration mechanism to the loss in cell performance during overcharge.
The electrical resistivity of the electrode and the cell resistance show a
dramatic increase after overcharge . The effect of overcharge on the electrical
resistivity and surface chemistry of the graphite felt was also investigated.
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INTRODUCTION

Electrical and electrochemical studies show that the
carbon-polyolefine composite is a suitable electrode
matrix material for the vanadium redox battery [1].
The performance of a vanadium redox flow cell emp-
loying the EPDM modified carbon-HDPE composite
electrode was evaluated and voltage efficiencies as
high as 88% were obtained with electrodes employing
graphite felt active layers bonded to the carbon-
polymer composite substrates [1, 2].

Many properties are required of materials to be
employed as electrodes, the most important of which
are conductivity, mechanical integrity, low perme-

ability, electrochemical activity and stability in the
electrolyte. Conductive polymers or polymer blends
would be ideal electrode materials for a large number
of industrial electrochemical applications, since they
offer a low cost, low weight, alternative to the comm-
only used graphite or carbon electrodes . They offer
high chemical resistance and excellent physical and
mechanical properties and can be easily formed into
any shape and size [3, 4].

On the positive electrode of the vanadium
redox flow battery, the felt active layer works as an
anode and contacts an oxidizing electrolyte during
cell charging . Furthermore, at high states-of-charge
(SOC), oxygen evolution takes place. Therefore, if the
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cell is overcharged, oxygen evolution becomes the
predominant reaction in the positive half of the
vanadium redox flow battery . The charges in the
structure of composite electrode such as surface
chemical characteristics of the graphite felt under
these operating conditions are important, since they
will directly affect the electroactivity and life cycle of
the electrode in the vanadium redox flow cell.

EXPERIMENTAL

Preparation of Composites
The following materials were used in the preparation
of the composites:

Polymers : high density polyethylene (HDPE,
Hostalen, Hoechst Ltd ., Australia), ethylene-propyl-
ene diene monomer (EPDM) rubber (Vistalon 2054,
Exxon Chemicals, Australia).

Conductive fillers : carbon black (Degussa FW-
200 fine powder 13—35 nm, and Degussa XE—2
coarse powder>35 nm) and graphite fibre (Kureha C-
203s, 3 mm, Kureha Co . Ltd ., Japan).

Graphite felts : Sigri GFDS (5 mm thick, Sigri
Electrographite GmbH, Germany).

Metal mesh: 100 mesh (150 }fm) brass mesh
(Swiss Screen Pty . Ltd ., Australia).

Membrane: Selemion CMV (Asahi Glass,
Japan).

Preparation Procedure
The plastic was pre-mixed in a "Haake 600" internal
mixer with the elastomer for 5 min followed by 10
min mixing with carbon powders. Graphite fibre was
then added slowly for 20 min . The mixture was
pressure-moulded with 250 kg/cmh pressure at 200 °C
for 20 min . A window was then placed on top of the
hot sheet, a piece of graphite felt was placed in
the window and again heated up for another 10 min
under pressure. The mould was then cooled down
overnight.

Thermal Treatment of Graphite Felts
Thermal treatment was used to increase the electro-
chemical activity of the graphite felt for the vanadium

reaction [5] . Samples were placed in a furnace and
heated up to 350 °C . After exposure to air at this
temperature for 24 h, the samples were removed from
the furnace and cooled down.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

It was reported earlier [l] that conductive plastic
materials with volume resistivity as low as 0 .5 f2 .cm
can be fabricated from mixtures of carbon black and
graphite fibre . To increase the conductivity of the
polymer therefore, a mixture of two high surface area
carbon blacks was used in the present study and
preliminary experiments confirmed that addition of
the optimum amount of graphite fibre (20% as report-
ed by Zhong et al . [6]) results in higher conductivity
and better mechanical properties with composition
40% HDPE + 20% EPDM + 10% XE—2 + 10% FW-
200 + 20% graphite fibre. The increased conductivity
is due to a network-like structure formed by the
graphite fibres and the carbon particles.

Permeation
When employing the conductive plastic in electrode
fabrication for redox cell applications, an electro-
chemically active graphite felt layer is heat bonded to
the top and a current collector (normally a metal foil
or mesh) to the back of the composite sheets to
produce an end-electrode for the cell stack . With
sheet thickness less than 1 mm, it is essential that the
composite substrates are impervious and free of pin-
holes, otherwise, the electrolyte (which in the present
system is vanadium ions in sulphuric acid) will pass
through the sheet and attack the current collector, and
also possibly leak out of the battery during operation.
The permeation behaviour is therefore one of the most
important characteristics of the composites.

To evaluate the permeation and stability of the
material a small cell with solution pumping system
was employed. After 3 months of charge-discharge
cycling no evidence of oxidation of the copper mesh
(current collector) was observed showing that there
was no permeation of electrolyte through the
electrodes.
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Cell Application
In order to evaluate the applicability of the composite
electrodes in the vanadium redox battery, two end-
electrodes were fabricated to fit into a cell which had
a working surface of 138 cm 2 . The electrodes comp-
rised EPDM modified HDPE composite substrates
(40% HDPE + 20% EPDM + 10% XE–2 + 10% FW-
200 + 20% graphite fibre) which had been fabricated
by compression moulding. A heat treated Sigri GFD5
graphite felt active layer was heat bonded on one side
and the metal mesh current collector heat pressed on
the back . Surface contact between the conducting
plastic sheet and the metal current collector has been
found to lead to high contact resistances due to the
insulating effect of the polymer materials which tends
to coat the conducting filler particles . The metal mesh
is thus partially embedded into the back of the
conductive plastic sheet so as to achieve a good
electrical contact with the electrical network inside
the composite material and produce electrodes with
low area resistance . The area resistance of these
electrodes was 2 .7 and 2 .8 fl .cm 2 .

The working conditions of the cell were as
follows:

positive 112 – cell electrolyte : 2M V(IV)13M H2 SO4

negative 112 – cell electrolyte : 2M V(111)/2M H 2SO 4

Charging/discharging current density (ich and ia;,) : 20
mA .cm- 2 (constant) ; and temperature : 25 °C.

The cell with these electrodes at conditions
described above was run for up to 50 cycles and a
typical charge-discharge curve is presented in Figure
1 . From such curves the voltage efficiency of the cell
was determined from the ratio of the average
discharging voltage to the average charging voltage.
Voltage efficiencies of 88% and 87% were achieved
for the first and fifth cycles, respectively, in the cell
charge/discharge testing at a current density of 20
mA .cm-2 at room temperature . The EPDM modified
HDPE conducting plastic electrode thus shows
excellent performance in the vanadium battery under
low power .application . While the cost of these
materials should be significantly lower than graphite
or glassy carbon substrates, as mentioned above,
further improvements in the metal current collector
bonding are required to reduce the contact resistance
and allow higher power densities to be achieved.

After extended overcharge conditions, low volt-
age efficiencies as well as an increase in cell resist-
ance and charge potential were observed for the cell
employing conductive polymer electrodes, leading to
a decrease in cell performance and eventual cell
failure.

Electrode Deterioration Test
To evaluate the life of the composite electrodes (with
heat treated Sigri felt) under overcharging conditions,
two pieces of heat treated Sigri GFD5 felts were
bonded onto the carbon-polymer composite sheet to
form the composite electrodes for the laboratory scale
test cell with the procedure described in a previous
publication [1) . The electrodes were subjected to
normal charge/discharge and overcharging conditions.
A constant charging current was applied to a fully
charged vanadium redox single cell for 10 min,
followed by a series of measurements of cell resist-
ance, cell efficiencies and cell charge-up potential in
several consecutive cycles . This procedure was
repeated 7 times, i.e . the total overcharge time was 70
min. Figure 2 shows the trend in cell resistance versus
total accumulated overcharge time for a cell that had
been subjected to an overcharge current density of 20
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Figure 1 . Chargeldischarge curve of vanadium redox cell
employing graphite feltlEPDM modified carbon-HOPE
composite electrode (i = 20 mA .cm-2 , cell voltage upper
limit = 1 .8 V, lower limit = 0 .8 V).
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Figure 2 . Effect of overcharge on cell resistance of
vanadium redox flow cell with the EPDM modified carbon
HDPE compositelheat treated Sign GFD5 felt electrode (i =
20 mA.cm-2 , duration of each overcharge cycle = 10 min).

mA .cm2 over 10 min intervals . It can be seen that the
cell resistance linearly increases for the first 6 over-
charge cycles, then it increases dramatically, indicat-
ing that the electrode had been seriously damaged . At
this stage, the battery cannot be operated due to the
poor voltage effeciency.

According to following equation:

V un =QED — Tin — t he— IR

	

(I)

cell voltage is determined by the equilibrium potential
difference of the redox couples, the polarization
losses and ohmic fosses . Combining the last two
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Figure 3. Comparison of the stability of EPDM modified
carbon-HDPE electrode and commercial Toray electrode
(duration of each overcharge cycle = 10 min) .

components, gives the total polarization loss, V, 1 (=
IR ee11) . The cell voltage during charging and discharg-
ing is described as follows:

Vi ce p charging = Veq . — Vpol charging

Vi ceu charging = Veq . — IR rtill

Veen discharging = V eil — Vpol . discharging

Vc iciiaclmrging = V eq . — IR rail

	

(5)

The cell charging voltage at 100% SOC will be
a function of cell resistance (R,,11 ) . For example at the
3rd overcharge cycle, when the cell resistance in-
creased to 7 0 .cm2, the voltage jumped to 1 .95 V at
100% SOC indicating only 0 .35 V cell polarization
(Veq, l00%soc = 1 .60), whereas at the 7th time, when
the cell resistance increased to 5 0 .cm2 , the cell
charging voltage increased to 3 .0 V indicating the cell
has polarization losses of 1 .4 V at the charging
current of 20 mA.cm'.

Figure 3 compares the trends in cell resistance
versus overcharge time for the EPDM modified
carbon-HDPE and the Japanese Toray conducting
plastic electrode. The results show that under
overcharge conditions, the EPDMIHDPE composite
electrode is several times more stable than the Toray
electrode . The cause for the increased cell resistance
with cell overcharge for the Toray electrode was
related to the decomposition of the graphite felt at the
interface with the composite sheet which destroys the
electrical contact between the felt and substrate [7].
Although the deposition of an insulating layer of
V 205 on the electrodes surface was also suggested as
a possible cause for the increased cell resistance [7].

To evaluate the area resistivity of the damaged
electrodes in the present study, at the end of 7th
overcharge cycle, the electrodes were removed from
the cell and then soaked in V(III) solution for two
days to dissolve any V 205 which may have deposited
on the graphite felt during charging. This was
followed by washing with distilled water and then
drying the samples. As can be seen from Table I the
area resistivity of the positive electrode increased

(2)

(3)

(4)
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Table 1 . Effect of overcharging on the area resistance of
electrodes after 70 min total overcharge at 20 mA.cm2 .

Area resistance, R, (f2 .cm2) AR

Electrodes Before After (f2 .cm2)

overcharging overcharging

Positive side 2 .8 101 .7 98 .9
Negative side 2 .7 2 .95 0.25

dR = Rater overcharging - Ru.rore oVr harairp'

dramatically after overcharge, while only a small

increase was recorded for the negative side . This
observation suggests that oxygen evolution at the

positive electrode may play a role in the mechanism
of electrode determination during cell overcharge.

Effect of Overcharge Time
To evaluate the effect of overcharge time on the
behaviour of the positive electrode, after two 10-min
overcharge cycles, the overcharge period was increas-
ed from 10 min to 20 min . As can be seen from Figure
4, the cell resistance increased dramatically to around

45 S2 .cm2. In addition, it can be seen from a comp-
arison of Figures 2 and 5 that, although after sevenl0-

min overcharge cycles, the cell resistance increase to

around 20 S2 .cm 2 , only two 30-min overcharge cycles
resulted in the same cell resistance . it can thus

be concluded that continuous long-term overcharging
is more detrimental to the electrode than multiple

short-term overcharge cycles.

Effect of Current Density
As would be expected, increasing the overcharge

current density accelerated the rate of electrode deter-

ioration . However, Figure 6 shows that increasing the
current density by a factor of 3 to 60 mA.cm-2
resulted in a cell resistance about 6 times greater than
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Figure 5. Effect of overcharging time on cell resistance of

vanadium redox flow cell with the EPDM modified carbon
HOPE composite/heat treated Sigri GFD5 felt electrode

(duration of each overcharge cyde = 30 min).
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Figure 4. Effect of overcharging time on cell resistance of

vanadium redox flow cell with the EPDM modified carbon
HOPE composite/heat treated Sigri GFD5 felt electrode (i =

20 mA.crn2 , duration of each overcharge cycle = 10 min for

cylces 1-2, and 20 min for 3rd cycle) .

Figure 6 . Effect of overcharging current density on cell

resistance of vanadium redox flow cell with the EPDM
modified carbon HDPE composite/heat treated Sigri GFD5

felt electrode (i = 20 mA .cm2, duration of each overcharge
cycle = 30 min).
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that obtained at 20 mA.cm- z . Thus the relationship
between the number of coulombs applied to the
electrodes during overcharge and the cell resistance is
not linear (as is also evident from the non-linear plots
of Figures 3 and 4).

Two processes can contribute to electrode
failure under overcharge conditions in the vanadium
redox battery:
-Electrochemical oxidation of the felt layer by form-
ation of high oxygen containing functional groups,
especially –0O3 on the surface of the graphite fibres
of the felt layer, would lead to a loss of its
electroactivity toward the V(IV)/V(V) redox react-
ions. In fact, conductivity of black particles and fibres
depends on the transfer resistance of individual
conductive partcles and fibres . An increase of oxygen
containing surface groups increases this transfer
resistance and it has a negative influence on the
degree of electrical conductivity.
–Physical detachment of the felt layer from its
substrate; i.e . formation of a gap between the felt
layer and the conductive composite substrate lead to a
loss of electrical contact within the composite elect-
rode in the positive half cell.

The physical detachment was observed for the
commercial Toray composite electrode while anodic
oxidation of FMI and GFD2 composite electrodes in
3M H2 SO4 at +1 .5 V(Hg2 1SO4) for 15 min resulted in
considerable electrode deterioration which again was
attributed to serious oxidation of the felt layer rather
than its physical detachment [7].

In addition, there are a number of reports on the
reduction of various functional groups on the surface
of carbon/graphite electrodes [8, 9] . In most of the
electrochemical approaches for activation of carbon/
graphite electrodes, application of a cathodic potential
after oxidation under anodic potential has been
suggested for activation of carbon/graphite electrodes
[10, 11] . The application of a cathodic potential has
been considered necessary for fast electron transfer of
metal containing redox couples [12] . In addition, in
another work, this step has been related to partial
removal of the high oxygen containing surface,
leaving an active graphite/carbon electrode surface
[7] . However in most of these studies, cathodic

reduction has simply been performed without any
further explanation.

Thus, an electrochemical study was undertaken
to investigate the effect of cell overcharging on
electrode active layer and substrate to find out the
mechanism of the electrode deterioration which is

' submitted for future issue of this publication [13].

CONCLUSION

Carbon-HDPE composite material modified with
EPDM rubber, has been shown to have good electrical
and mechanical properties, as well as being imperme-
able. Cell performance tests with these composites in
the vanadium redox battery have shown that these
electrodes are promising for vanadium battery applic-
ations. The composite electrodes fabricated in this
project have been shown, under overcharge condi-
tions, to be about 10 times more stable than earlier
Toray electrode . These electrodes are thus superior to
the commercial electrodes for application in the
vanadium redox battery . However, the results have
shown that the deactivation of graphite felt/composite
electrode after severe anodization is irreversible.
Increasing the overchage time as well as overcharge
current density accelerated the electrode deterioration.

To avoid destruction of the positive electrodes
in the vanadium redox battery, it is thus essential that
the upper voltage limit on the battery controller is set
at less than 2.0 V per cell so that cell overcharge can
be avoided during operation.
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